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A recent letter about the New Orleans mayor explains why the country is in such a sorry state. The writer stated that he knew LaToya Cantrell needed more leadership skills, but voted for her ...

Letters: Voters need to do better
Eight months after my father died, I saw a bundle of letters sitting atop my mother's coffee table. They were tied with a silk, pink ribbon thanks to my mother's flair for embellishment.

My father's letters revealed a side of him I never knew
The Bulletin will be accepting letters to the editor related to the November election. The following guidelines are in place for letters related to candidates. • Letters related to candidates must be ...

Election 2022: Letters to the editor policy
I imagine most of us would say people who are homeless should receive help with basic needs while preserving their dignity. All too often this phrase comes with a “but not here” at the end of ...

Letters: All too often, we say, yes, ‘but not here’
Re “It’s time to safely rid ex-nuclear plant of spent fuel” (Sept. 10): I’ve always appreciated Teri Sforza’s timely and concise reporting. In her recent exposé, she belabors the point ...

Nuclear power: Letters
Navy Seaman Robert Ballantine was stationed at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station in Illinois during World War II when he sent a letter to a woman in Pennsylvania. Now that correspondence ...

WWII letters show up at Kentucky Goodwill store
A TC Line commenter on Sept. 3, responding to another comment noting the disastrous UK green energy policy, said: “One bad green energy policy does not mean all of them are bad.” That comment ...

Letters: Green energy
What will it take for Trump’s gullible supporters to realize that Don the Con duped them? The FBI searched Trump’s Mar-a-Lago resort home looking for top secret documents he stole from the ...

What will it take? | PennLive letters
NH residents and voters are beginning to understand the insidious influence of the Free State movement. In the town of Croydon, a special meeting was held to re-instate the school budget after a ...

Letter: Know your candidates
Shame on the Daily News. I was surprised to open your newspaper on Tuesday, Sept. 6 and find no mention of the primary election to be held that day. The sole purpose of a local paper is to ...

Letters to the Editor for Sunday, Sept. 11
For many professors, however, fall also is the season of letters. Specifically, it is the season of writing letters of recommendation for undergraduate students aspiring to and applying for all ...

For many professors, fall is the season for writing letters of recommendation
I’m writing this letter in support of a proposed wind turbine in the town of Florida. The fact that just the one turbine that is proposed can produce 4.3 MW of energy and only use a very small ...

Letters to the Editor Wednesday, Sept. 14
The recent Dispatch article casts a dim light on the calamity of school busing in Columbus. This failure to assure proper notification and drop-off of students in the modern world of technology is ...

Letters: Columbus school bus call offs a 'calamity' in making that leaves kids stranded
I am appalled at President Joe Biden’s reckless decision to transfer $500 billion in student debt to taxpayers such as myself who worked their way through college. In summer 1975, I worked four ...
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